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It is known [1] that for a partial endomorphism n of a group G that maps the subgroup
A^G onto BG. G to be extendable to a total endomorphism /i* of a supergroup G* 2 G such
that n* is an isomorphism on C?*(/i*)m for some positive integer m, it is necessary and sufficient
that there exist in G a sequence of normal subgroups

L 1 <=.L2 <=. ... <=-Lm = L m + 1 = ...

such that Lx nA is the kernel of n and

for i = 1, 2, ..., m — \.
The question then arises whether these conditions could be simplified when the group G

is abelian. In this paper it is shown not only that the conditions are simplified when G is
abelian but also that the extension group G* 3 G can be chosen as an abelian group.

In §2 the result obtained for a single partial endomorphism is generalised for any finite
number of them.

Instead of the free products with one amalgamated subgroup that are used in the general
case, we here use direct products with an amalgamated subgroup.

1. Single extension. Let G be a given abelian group and /x be a partial endomorphism of
G that maps the subgroup A<=,G onto the subgroup 2?£ G. If n is a given positive integer,
then we prove the following result.

THEOREM 1. A necessary and sufficient condition for n to be extendable to a total endo-
morphism /i* of an abelian supergroup G* 2 G, such that [i* is an isomorphism on G*(n*)n, is that,
whenever xn"+' is defined and xfi"+' = 1, then Xfi" = 1.

Proof. The necessity of the condition is obvious, for if the required extension is already
established and xeA, where xn" + l is defined, then, since /i* extends /*, we get

xii*" = xn" and xn*n+' = x/i"+1.

But n* is an isomorphism on the group G*(ji*)n; thus

Xfi*n+X = 1 i m p l i e s xn*n = 1 ,

and from this in turn it follows that

xfi"+1 = 1 implies xfi" = 1.

To prove the sufficiency of the condition, we assume that K is the kernel of the homo-
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morphism n and put H = GIK, denoting by nl the natural mapping of G onto H. The
homomorphism jrof A onto 5 induces an isomorphism 9 of AjK onto 5. We now form the
direct product of G and H amalgamating B^G with A/K^ H according to 9, denoting this
product by

Ht and (i can now be regarded as partial endomorphisms of Gu mapping G onto H and A onto
B = A\K respectively; clearly \iv extends \x.

In Gj we prove the following lemma.

LEMMA. Ifxn1+1 is defined and xn"+1 = 1, then JC/I" = 1.

Proof, x^i e H. Since X(i\ is denned, then xfit e G and hence

xnieGnH = B.

Thus there exists a eA such that

x/*i = ap. (1.1)

Similarly, since x/ij is defined, then

xfi\ = axn

for some c^ e A. But also

*A*i =

since jjj extends /*. Thus

hence a/ie.4 and relation (1.1) gives (again because ^ extends fi)

xn\ = a/i2.

By induction we can show that when xnl+l is defined, then

xfi" = api".

If x/ij + 1 = 1, then the map of x by higher powers of nt is defined and

Thus an" = 1, which in turn implies that xn" = 1.
This completes the proof of the lemma.
Thus we have embedded G in the abelian group Gt which possesses a partial endomor-

phism nx extending n such that whenever x/i"*1 is defined and x/i"+1 = 1, then xp" = 1.
We define a sequence of such groups inductively as follows. When, for a positive integer

j , the abelian group Gj is defined with a partial endomorphism /i; mapping the subgroup
G J . J C Gj onto Hj.^Gj such that \i} extends each nh i <j, and xn]+1 = 1 (when the left-
hand side is defined) implies x/i" = 1, we define GJ + 1 to be the direct product
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where H} = GjjK.
If we define nJ+1 to be the natural mapping of Gj onto HJt then, as shown in the previous

lemma, when xn"+f is defined and equals 1, we have xfi"+1 = 1.
We form the group

G* = U Gj.
; = i

G* is evidently abelian. Define n* as follows. For any g* e G*, that is to say, g* e Gk for some
suitable positive integer k, we put

/i* thus defined is an endomorphism of G* which extends \i. Moreover, for any g*eG*,

for some integer/ Thus, if g*n*n+1 = 1, then g*fi]+1 = 1, which implies g*/i] = 1 and hence

This completes the proof that n* is an isomorphism on the abelian group G*(fi*)".

2. Simultaneous extensions. In this section we derive necessary and sufficient conditions
for the simultaneous extension of two partial endomorphisms of an abelian group to total
endomorphisms of one and the same abelian group with similar conditions imposed on them.
The result of Theorem 2 generalises in an obvious manner to any finite number of partial
endomorphisms.

THEOREM 2. Let \i and v be two partial endomorphisms of an abelian group G which map A
onto B and C onto D respectively, A,B,C,D being subgroups ofG. For fi and v to be extendable
to total endomorphisms n* andv* ofone and the same abelian group G* 2 G, such that, for given
positive integers m and n, fi* is an isomorphism on G*(fi*)m and v* is an isomorphism on G*(v*)n,
it is necessary and sufficient that

(2.1) whenever xnm+1 is defined, then xfim+1 = 1 implies xnm = 1;

(2.2) whenever yvn+1 is defined, then yvn+1 = 1 implies yv" = 1.

Proof. The necessity of the conditions is immediate. Assume that K^, Kv are the kernels
of n, v respectively. Let iit be the natural mapping of G onto GIK^ and form the direct product
(?! of G and G/K^ amalgamating B with A/K^ according to ^ t :

Gi is abelian and contains

(1) the subgroup G mapped by /it onto G/K^ with ^ satisfying the condition correspond-
ing to (2.1),
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(2) the subgroup C mapped by Vj = v onto D.

We repeat the process embedding Gx in G2, this time leaving nt = n2 as it is and extending
Vj to v2, which satisfies the condition corresponding to (2.2).

We carry on inductively and form the group

G* = U Gj ,

which is abelian. Define fi* and v* in the following manner. For any g* e G*, that is, g* e Gk

for some suitable k, we put
g*H* = g*nk,

g*v*=g*vk.

As in Theorem 1 we can show that /** and v* are total endomorphisms of G* which satisfy the
required conditions.
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